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1.Door/window sensor 
PRODUCT MODEL FEATURES 

Aeotec  ZW112-A 

 

-Enhances door/window security 
-Firmware update supported 
-Rechargeable battery lasts upto half a year and 
charges via USB 
-Receive notifications when door/window opened 

Aeotec ZW120-A 

 

-Enhances door/window security 
-Firmware update supported 
-Rechargeable battery lasts upto half a year and 
charges via USB 
-Receive notifications when door/window opened 

Aeotec recessed 
door sensor 

ZW089 

 

-Small,compact,powerful but invisible 
-1 year battery life 
-Wireless range upto 150 feet 
-AES 128-bit communication encryption 

Hank HKZW-DWS01 

 

-Magnetic contact sensor 
-Tamper protection 
-OTA supported 
-1 year battery life 
-Low battery alert 
-FCC,CE and Z-Wave Plus certified 
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2.Multi-Sensor 
PRODUCT MODEL FEATURES 

Aeotec ZW100-A 

 

-6-in-1sensor(Motion,light,temperature,humidity,-
vibration and UV sensor) 
-Tamper protection 
-Battery and USB powered optional 
-AES 128-bit communication encryption 

Hank HKZW-MS01 

 

-4-in-1 sensor(Motion,light,temperature and 
humidity) 
-Tamper protection 
-Battery and USB powered optional 
-Low battery alert 
-OTA supported 
-FCC,CE and Z-Wave Plus certified 

3.Motion Sensor 
PRODUCT MODEL FEATURES 

Aeotec Trisensor ZWA005-A 

 

-3-in-1 sensor(Motion,temperature,light) 
-Motion accurate to 7.5 meters 
-Waterproof rating for outdoor use 
-Low battery Alert 
-wireless range upto 150 meters 

Hank HKZW-MS02  

 
 

-PIR(motion)sensor+vibration sensor 
-Battery and USB powered optional 
-Wall mounted design with easy installation 
-1 year battery life 
-Low battery alert 
-OTA firmware upgrade supported 
-CE,FCC and Z-Wave Plus certified 
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4.Water/Flood Sensor 

PRODUCT MODEL FEATURES 

Aeotec ZW122-C 

 

-Leak and flood sensor 
-Tilt and vibration sensor 
-Temperature sensor 
-Auto-close water valves. 
-Turn on sump pumps and auto turn off power. 
 

Hank HKZW-FLD01 

 

-Detects the presence and absence of water 
-Super accurate,able to detect absence of little 
as 0.03% of an inch of water 
-Built-in temperature sensor 
-Low battery alert 
-OTA firmware upgrade supported 
-FCC,CE,Z-Wave Plus certified 
 

 

5.Smoke Sensor 
 

PRODUCT MODEL FEATURES 

Hank  HKZW-SMK01 

 
 

-Z-Wave compatible smoke and carbon 
monoxide alarm. 
-Reliable electrochemical co and photoelectric 
smoke sensors 
-Features single button test/Silence and 
side-access battery drawer 
- Provides alerts whether you are home or 
away  
-Photoelectric smoke sensor helps reduce false 
alarm such as from cooking or shower steam 
-Battery lifetime : 10 years 
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6.Range Extender  
PRODUCT MODEL FEATURES 

Aetec  ZW117-A01 

 

-Captures weak or slow signals and efficiently 
repeats them 
-Amplies wireless signals and helps improve 
the reliability and accuracy of Z-wave network 
-Power outlet friendly design 
-Secure communication 
-Compatible with all Z-Wave devices 
 

 

7.Siren 
PRODUCT MODEL FEATURES 

Aeotec Siren 6 ZW080-A02 

 

-High-intensity 105db speaker  
-Capable of visual alerts 
-Backup battery upto 4 hours 
-3 different layers of wireless security to prevent 
hacking or interference by intruders 

Hank Siren HKZW-SRN01 

 

-High-intensity 106dB speaker build-in right in 
-Visual alerts 
-Changeable alert tones 
-OTA firmware upgrade supported 
-FCC,ETL and Z-Wave Plus certified 
-Optional available with backup battery 
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8.Smart Plug 
 

PRODUCT MODEL FEATURES 

Aeotec Smart switch ZW096-A02 

 

-On/off appliance control  
-Wireless control and automation 
-Schedule devices on and off 
-InBuilt surge and overcurrent protection 
 

Hank Smart Plug HKZW-SO01 

 

-On/off appliance control and with real-time 
energy monitoring 
-Z-wave signal range extender 
-5V/1A,5V/2.4A USB charging for mobile 
devices 
-Surge and overcurrent protection 
-OTA supported 
-FCC,UL and Z-Wave Plus certified 
 

Hank Smart Plug HKZW-SO02 

 

-On/off appliance control and with real-time 
energy monitoring 
-Z-wave signal range extender 
-5V/1A,5V/2.4A USB charging for mobile 
devices 
-Surge and overcurrent protection 
-OTA supported 
- Z-Wave Plus certified 
 

Hank Smart Plug HKZW-SO03  

 

-On/off appliance control and with real-time 
energy monitoring 
-AC outlet LED ring displays power 
consumption level 
-Z-wave signal range extender 
-Surge and overcurrent protection 
-OTA firmware upgrade supported 
-FCC,ETL and Z-Wave Plus certified 
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PRODUCT MODEL FEATURES 

Hank Smart Plug HKZW-SO05 

 

-On/off appliance control and with real-time 
energy monitoring 
-AC outlet LED ring displays power 
consumption level 
-Z-wave signal range extender 
-5V/1A,5V/2.4A USB charging for mobile 
devices 
-Surge and overcurrent protection 
-OTA supported 
-CE and Z-Wave Plus certified 
 

Hank Smart Plug HKZW-SO07 

 

-On/off appliance control and with real-time 
energy monitoring 
-Z-wave signal range extender 
-Built in Surge and overcurrent protection 
-OTA firmware update supported 
- FCC,ETL and Z-Wave Plus certified 
-S2+ Smart start supported 
 

Hank Smart Plug HKZW-SO08 

 

-On/off appliance control and with real-time 
energy reading. 
-Z-wave signal range extender 
-Built in Surge and overcurrent protection 
-OTA firmware update supported 
-CE and Z-Wave Plus certified 
-S2+  Smart start supported 
 

Hank Smart Plug HKZW-SO09P 

 

-On/off appliance control and with real-time 
energy reading. 
-Z-wave signal range extender 
-Built in Surge and overcurrent protection 
-OTA firmware update supported 
- FCC,ETL and Z-Wave Plus certified 
-S2+ Smart start supported 
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9.Smart Switch 
PRODUCT MODEL FEATURES 

Hank In-line smart 
switch 

HKZW-SW02 

 

-Great for fridges and other appliance.Able to 
handle low wattage devices with impulse power 
supply 
-Built-in meter monitors energy consumption 
-Z-wave signal range extender 
-Surge and overcurrent protection 
-OTA supported 
-FCC,ETL and Z-Wave Plus certified 

Hank In-line smart 
switch 

HKZW-SW04 

 

-Great for fridges and other appliance.Able to 
handle low wattage devices with impulse power 
supply 
-On/Off control with real-time energy reading 
-Z-wave signal range extender 
-Built in Surge and overcurrent protection 
-OTA supported 
-CE and Z-Wave Plus certified 

Hank In-wall smart 
switch  

HKZW-SW05 

 

-On/off appliance remote control 
-Z-wave signal range extender 
-Surge and overcurrent protection 
-OTA supported 
-Traveler supported 
- FCC,ETL and Z-Wave Plus certified 

Hank Plug-in 
dimmer 

HKZW-DIM01 

 

-Remote & Manual on/off + dimming control 
-Plug-in and play,no wiring required 
-Z-wave signal range extender 
-Built in Surge and overcurrent protection 
-OTA firmware update supported 
- FCC,ETL and Z-Wave Plus certified 
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10.Bulbs  
 

PRODUCT MODEL FEATURES 

Aeotec LED bulb 6 
Multi white 

ZWA001-A 

 

-Tunable white light. 
-Warm white and cold white 
-Brightens up to 800 lumens 
-Brightness can be set anywhere between 5% 
and 100%. 
-In-build ZWave and ZWave plus repeater 
-Multi-White lighting responds to commands and 
control in milliseconds. 
 
 

Aeotec LED bulb 6 
Multi color 

ZWA002-A 

 

-High CRI of 80. 
-Brightens up to 800 lumens 
-Dim from 5% to 100% 
-16 million different colors 
-In-build ZWave and ZWave plus repeater 
 

Hank LED bulb HKZW-LED01 
 

 

-Dimmable white 
-Energy saving(energy efficient rating:A+) 
-Repeats Z-wave signals and extends the range 
of Z-wave network 
-OTA supported 
-FCC,CE,ETL and Z-Wave Plus certified 
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PRODUCT MODEL FEATURES 

Hank RGB bulb HKZW-RGB01 

 

-16 Million colors optional 
-Max:600 lumens,7W 
-Warm white and cold white 
-Energy saving(energy efficient rating:A+) 
-Repeats Z-wave signals and extends the 
range of Z-wave network 
-OTA supported 
-FCC,CE,ETL and Z-Wave Plus certified 
 

Hank RGB bulb HKZW-RGB02 

 

-16 Million colors optional 
-Max:800 lumens,9W 
-Warm white and cold white 
-Energy saving(energy efficient rating:A+) 
-Repeats Z-wave signals and extends the 
range of Z-wave network 
-OTA supported 
-FCC,CE,ETL and Z-Wave Plus certified 
 

Aeotec LED Strip ZWA121-A 

 

-Dedicated white LEDs for usable light 
-16 million colours via LED for decorative light. 
-Brighten and control from Z-Wave switches 
and remote controls including WallMote. 
-Incredibly powerful, LED Strip can intelligently 
respond to Z-Wave sensors including 
MultiSensor  
-LED Strip can be automated to work on highly 
customisable schedules 
-Custom colours can be used to visually notify 
you including providing safety alerts. 
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11.Scene Controller 
PRODUCT MODEL FEATURES 

Aeotec NanoMote/ 
Aeotec NanoMote 
Quad 

ZWA003-A 

 

-Available with 1 or 4 buttons 
-Perfect wireless range upto 328 feet 
-6 months battery life alongside easy 5 hour 
recharging via USB. 
-Z-Wave device & scene controller. 
-3 separate layers of security to help stop 
hacking, cloning, and unauthorised control. 

Aeotec WallMote/ 
Aeotec WallMote 
Quad  

ZW129-A 

 

-Wireless; magnetically attaches to wall. 
- 2 buttons which Control 8 
different scenes & 4 buttons which Control 16 
different scenes 
-Wireless range utp 150 feet 
-secure switch not just portable but perfectly 
balanced. 
 

Hank one-key scene 
controller 

HKZW-SCN01 

 
 

-On/off switch, control dimming and customize 
scenes 
-Wall-mounted and portable optional 
-OTA Supported 
-Low battery alert 
-Rechargeable battery 
-FCC,CE and Z-Wave Plus certified 
 

Hank four-key scene 
controller 

HKZW-SCN04 

 
 

-On/off switch, control dimming and customize 
scenes 
-Wall-mounted and portable optional 
-OTA Supported 
-Low battery alert 
-Rechargeable battery 
-FCC,CE and Z-Wave plus certified 
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12.Touch controller 
PRODUCT MODEL FEATURES 

Hank touch panel HKZW-SW061 

 

-Touch on/off switch 
-Z-Wave signal range extender 
-Surge and overcurrent protection 
-OTA supported 
-Traveler supported 
-CE and Z-Wave Plus certified 

Hank touch panel HKZW-SW063 

 

-Touch on/off switch 
-Z-Wave signal range extender 
-Surge and overcurrent protection 
-OTA supported 
-Traveler supported 
-CE and Z-Wave Plus certified 
 
 

13.Curtain controller 
PRODUCT MODEL FEATURES 

Aeotec WallSwipe ZW158 

 

-Provides light,dim,motor and  
 curtain controller 
-Tap, touch, slide or gesture and you can 
control whatever WallSwipe is connected to. 

Hank curtain 
controller 

HKZW-MT01 
 

 

-Curtain position control 
-Real-time status report 
-Curtain open and curtain close function 
-Resistance and stop function 
-Motorized curtain remote control track system 
-OTA firmware update supported 
-FCC,ETL and Wi-Fi certified 
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14.Switch/Dimmer/Shutter 
PRODUCT MODEL FEATURES 

Aeotec Nano Switch ZW139-B 

 

-Make any socket or switch Z-Wave connected. 
-In-built surge protection 
-AES-128 bit wireless encryption 
-Can control up to 15 amps of power 
-It powers automation and scheduling 
-Greater wireless range upto 150 meters 
-Works great with high voltage and low voltage 

Aeotec Dual Nano 
Switch 

ZW140-B 

 

-Control 2 switches or sockets via Z-Wave 
-Installs invisibly behind socket or switch 
-In-built surge protection 
-Accurate energy use monitoring 
-AES-128 bit wireless encryption 
-Can control up to 10a max & up to 6.5a per 
switch 
-Greater wireless range upto 150 metres  

Aeotec Shutter ZW141-B 

 

-Control motor shades & curtains 
-Control motor barriers & doors 
-Control motors upto 2.5a 
-AES-128 bit encryption and ECDH key 
exchange. 
-Greater wireless range up to 150 metres  

Aeotec Dimmer ZW111-A 

 
 
 

-Lighting and universal wiring compatibility 
-Works with neutral and non-neutral 
-Can be dimmed at 1% increments from 0% 
right through to 100% brightness 
-.Can control lights and loads that draw up to 
1.2 amps of power 
-Greater wireless range up to 150 metres  
-In-built surge and overload protector 
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15.Energy Monitors 
 

PRODUCT MODEL FEATURES 

 
Aeotec Heavy Duty 
Smart Switch 

ZW078-B 

 

-40 amp smart switch & energy monitor 
-Control manually or via schedule 
-Real-time energy metering. 
-Wireless range upto 150 feet 
-AES-128 wireless data encryption to keep its 
control and data secure 
-OTA updates supported 
 

Aeotec Home 
Energy Meter 
 
 
 

DSB28-ZWAU 

 

-Helps identify and diagnose electricity spend. 
-99% accurate energy metering 
-Record up to 200 amps of your home’s 
electricity use  
-Real-time reporting. 
-AES-128 wireless data encryption  

 

16.Doorbell 
 

PRODUCT MODEL FEATURES 

Aeotec ZW162 

 

-30,000 lumens light alerts. 
-110dB audio alerts. 
-Upload MP3 tones to chime 
-15 different tones. 
-2 years battery life 
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17.IR Transceiver 
PRODUCT MODEL FEATURES 

Hank HKZW-ACC01 

 

-Learning functionality 
-OTA supported 
-IR coverage :360 degree,7-10 m 
-5V/1A Micro-B power supply,no free for 
batteries change. 
-FCC,CE and Z-Wave Plus certified 
 

 

18.Z-Wave Lock 
PRODUCT MODEL FEATURES 

Danalock Danalock V3-BTZU 
 

 

-Unlimited number of digital keys. 
-Automatic unlock to sense your arrival to 
unlock the door for you. 
-Alerts to receive real-time notifications to know 
who enters and exits. 
-Long-lasting battery life of 12+ months 
depending on daily use. 
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DISCLAIMER 
Z wave integration for Thinga OS facilitates the control of Z wave 

devices .Certain devices may need additional customization to support 

desired / required features. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Contact for Z wave Devices 
  
  AEOTEC                                                             HANK 
 

 service@aeotec.com   sales@hank-tech.com 

 
www.aeotec.com 

 
www.hank-tech.com 

 @aeotec  +86-755-26657180 
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